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I,he CHAIRMAN (Ethiopia)~ I declare open the one hundred and ninety-third 

meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen~Nation Committee on Disarma1nent, 

f!Jr. LUK.AJ.\TOV .. (Bulgaria) (:t":4'anslation from Russian) :. If we bear in mind 

the results of the discussions in the Committee during the period from January to 

April 1964, we have every reason to devote particular attention to the .soviet 

Government's proposal for the reduction of military budgets of States by 10 to 15 

per cent (ENDC/123). He all remember that at the last session, despite the absence 

of an agreed agenda, a number of the Comn1ittee 1 s meetings on collateral measures 

were devoted almost exclusively to the reduction of military budgets. This was done 

for the simple reason that the majority of delegations were interested in this measure 

and regarded it as extremely important, as a measure the implementation of which would 

contribute in an effective wqy to the cessation of the arms race. 

What are the considerations which have convinced us that the Comrnittee should 

give priority to this question? vJhat gives us reason to believe that this is one 

of the most promising questions from the point of view of the possibility of its 

being solved in the near future? 

First, an agreement on a substantial reduction of military· budgets would have 

a most favourable impact on the whole international situation. It would provide 

reliable evidence that the States concerned, and in the first place the great Powers, 

really have a serious intention to take the path of disarmament. This, incidentally, 

is admitted by all. As the representative of Burma rightly pointed out on 20 February~ 
11As long as they· Lihe Poweri} continue to maintain their military 

expenditures at anywhere near their present l•3Vels, the world will 

understandably find it difficult to accept their statements at 

face value". (ENDC/PV.l68. p.7) 

Secondly, as many delegations have pointed out, the proposal for a substantial 

reduction of military budgets is a realistic and bold approach to the solution of the 

problem of reducing the arms race. The growth of the military budgets of states to 

sizes unheard of in the past was the most characteristic symptom of the development 

and deterioration of international :relations during the period of the 11 cold war" 
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It 1>1as the most disquieting symptom of' the preparations for a "hot war '1 carried out 

by the governments of certain Powers which based their foreign policy on the ominous 

formula of "brinkmanship". Now that, as a result of the aGreements reached last year, 

there has been some improvement in the international situation, it would be perfectly 

logical that the first step taken by States should be towards a substantial reduction 

of the funds appropriated for military purposes. 

In this respect, at the beginning of 1964 the Soviet Union and the United States 

took, within the scope of the policy of "mutual examplen. a step which was highly 

appreciated by the peoples of all countries. It is obvious that this step - a 

unilateral undertaking to reduce the military budgets of the two great Powers ·· would 

have an even more favourable impact on the international situation if it were 

accompanied by· other, more substantial, reductions in the military· budgets of states 

and, in the first place, of those States which appropriate large sums for military 

purposes. The reaching of agreement on further and more substantial reductions in 

the military budgets of a larger number of States would be not only an indication of 

good intentions but also an effective brake for stopping a further arms race. 

In our Comrni ttee we often hear talk ~bvut the nA,ed to s+,rengthen confidence 

between States. Confidence is considered to be an important element for the success 

of the negotiations on disarmament. But is there any better means for restoring 

and strengthening confidence than an agreement by which the States possessing the 

most powerful armed forces and armwnents would undertake to reduce considerably 

their military expenditures for military purposes? No preparation and plans for 

war are made, nor are they possible, without increasing military budgets. Hence 

an agreement among States to reduce the source of the increase and improvement of 

armaments would undoubtedly be the surest indication of what is prevailing in the 

foreign policy of States~ the tendency to put an end to the arms race or, on the 

contrary, the tendency to intensify it, 

Thirdly, a more substantial reduction of military budgets on the basis of an 

international agreement would unquestionably· have a considerable impact on all types 

of armaments and the armed forces of States. But at the sa~e time the implementation 

of such a measure would not affect the security interests of any Power or group of 
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Powers, since the countries concerned would themselves determine the limitations of 

their military potentials as a result of the reduction of military budgets. 

Consequently the question of the "balance" of forces could not in this case give 

rise to any difficulties. The representative of Nigeria aptly pointed this out at 

our meeting of 19 March when he stated: 
11Thus, while a global reduction in military expenditures would be 

effected, a State could retain the type of armament 1mix 1 it considers 

desirable; and the balance of power ••• no0d not ba disturb0d" ._(_~~.P.9l?.Y.:.! 1?u_•}1) 

Fourthly, the reduction of the military budgets of States is a measUre which is 

easily implemented. If States are guided by the desire to create an effective 

obstacle to the arms race - that is, "to reverse the tendency 11 -, they· can do so 

without fearing any "difficulties" in regard to control. There is no doubt that 

difficulties can be overcome if all the countries concerned make it their aim to 

overcome thEID, and not to exaggerate them artificially. The reaching of a::;reement on 

a substantial reduction of the military budgets of States would immediately open the 

way to businesslike and successful negotiations on the practical implementation of 

such an agreement. 

I venture to remind you of what the representative of Burma said on 26 March~ 
1~e have listened with the greatest attention to the objections 

raised by our Western colleagues with regard to this matter, but I 

regret to say that we have not been convinced by those arguments. 

When the amounts proposed for reduccion are so great, it seems to us 

almost defeatist to suggest that ways and means cannot be devised 

to ensure that the reductions proposed are actua:Uy being effected 

by the participants to an agreement ••• 
11 ••• Given good will it should not, we believe, be too difficult, 

certainly not teyond human inge:r;u.ity, to devise verification machinery 

which would give reasonable assurance that the agreement to reduce 

budgets by such substantial percentages was actual~ being faithfully· 

implemented". (ENDC/PV.l78, p.34) 
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vJe fully share that opinion, and we think that it completely invalidates the 

arguments of some of our colleagues to the effect that the military budget of the 

Soviet Uni'on, as reflected in a few words in the general budget of that country, is 

more secret than the military budgets of Western countries which are set forth at 

great length and cover many pages. If necessary, we shall come back to that invalid 

argument. But, for the time being, we shall merely say that the military budget of 

any State, if reduced by 10 or 15 per c-ant, is necessarily less than a 100 per cent 

military budget, whether it takes up a single line or many pages of the· country 1 s 

general budget. 

During the discussions at the last session, the delegations of the· Western 

countries did not show as much interest in the problem of reducing· the military· 

budgets of States as was shown by the delegations of the socialist and the non-aligned 

countries. It can be said that their objections to giving paramount importance to 

this question were more or less formal. In substance these were limited to objections 

and. fears relating to questions of control, which obviously cannot be an obstacle to the 

achievement of an agreement. 

The reasons which have prevented the Conmittee from making progress on the question 

of reducing military· budgets must be sought for elsewhere. It is well known that 

certain States parties to the North Atlantic Treaty deemed it necessary to increase 

considerably their military budgets, and precisely at the beginning of 1964. The 

increase of military· budgets is a reliable indication of the direction of the policy 

of a State and of an intensification of the arms race. This is shown very clearly if 

we trace back, for example, the growth of the military budget of Western Germany. 

Thus in 1955 the Federal Republic of Germany appropriated 6,200 million marks for 

military purposes. The military expenditures of the Federal Republic of Germany in 

1964 already exceed 20,000 million marks and amount to more than 34 per cent of the 

entire budget of the vlest German State. 

It is quite natural that such a turn of events causes a.nxiety among all those who 

are interested in the maintenance of peace; and we cannot aBree that to point out 

certain facts which no one denies or can refute is a sort of "accusation" or 11insult 11 

in respect of this or that government. We caru1ot encourage the inflation of military 

budgets, nor can we keep silence about the existence of such a policy, particularly 

when we are dealing with disarmament and measures aimed at halting the arms race. 
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In the interest of our work we cannot be indifferent to the fact that a State situated 

in the heart of Europe -- and, moreover, the only State, as has already been stressed, 

which is openly making territorial claims on its neighbours-- demands 11equalityin 

armaments" while at the same time rejecting all proposals to give an undertaking in 

any form to renounce the production end stationing of nuclear weapons or the 

acquisition of control over them. 

Another matter of importance is whether we are going to take a positive attitude 

towards constructive peaceful proposals such as the proposal of the German Democratic 

Republic contained in the letter of the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the 

German Democratic Republ:i.c, Mr. Otto Winzer, dated 12 June 1964 (ENDC/133), or whether 

our attitude will encourage the policy of those circles in Bonn whose efforts for many 

years now have been aimed at creating obstacles to every step in the field of 

disarmament, to every tendency to improve the international atmosphere and particularly 

to normalize the situation in Central Europe. 

I have pointed out the reasons why we consider the question of reducing the 

military budgets of States to be one of the questions that are most ripe and at the 

same time nearest to solution among those that have been submitted in the Eighteen

Nation Committee. After the additional explanations given by the delegation of the 

Soviet Union on 18 June (ENDC/PV.l91, pp.l2, 17, 19, 20), it has become evident that 

the possibilities for a businesslike discussion of the proposal to reduce military 

budgets and for concrete, positive results in this regard have been increased. The 

Soviet Government has taken into account the views expressed during the discussion of 

this question by a number of delegations from the non-aligned countries. 

However desirable it may be that the greatest possible number of states should 

set about reducing their military budgets from the very beginning of the implementation 

of this measure, in order to facilitate and speed the achievement of an agreement it 

would be right and expedient to begin with a reduction of the military budgets of the 

states possessing ~he largest armed forces and the most improved armaments. From the 

point of view of the main objective -- putting an end to the arms race -- it is beyond 

all question that a reduction of the military budgets of the militarily strongest States 
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would be the most effective. At the same time, if the size of the reduction is 

considerable, and if it is carried out first of all in respect of those States which 

spend the largest sums for military· purposes, the problem of extending the force of 

this agreement to other States as well would be made considerably easier. All this 

opens up new possibilities for arriving at effective and positive results in connexion 

with the proposal for the reduction of military· budgets • 

Towards the end of the previous session several delegations pointed out yet 

another possibility~ that while the question of a substantial reducti•Jn of military 

budgets was still being discussed and before the possibility emerged of coming to 

terms on a formal agreement in this regard, the Committee could address en appeal to 

all States to reduce their military budgets, and also recommend to those States which 

had already carried out reductions to set about further reductions in the spirit of the 

policy of mutual example. The wishes expressed by many delegations in this regard 

were very· aptly stated by the representative of the United Arab Republic, :Mr. Hassan. 

Here is what he said on 9 April~ 

"••• my delegation feels that our Committee could make a useful 

contribution to our vTork if it were to appeal to all the major Powers, 

whether represented in our Committee or not, and not merely to the 

United states and the Soviet Union, unilaterally to reduce or to 

continue to reduce their military budgets in the future on the basis 

of mutual example. We feel certain that such an appeal will not go 

unheeded. 11 (ENDC/PV ,182, p .1_2) 

The Bulgarian delegation fully agrees with that proposal. We see nothing to 

prevent the Committee from drafting and addressing such an appeal in the near future 

to all States, especially as not a single delegation, it appears, has said anything 

against such a measure. 

Mr. FOSTER (United States of America)~ Last week I described our proposal 

for a cut-off in the production of fissionable material for weapon purposes and its 

potential effect on nuclear stockpiles (ENDC/PV.l91, pp.7 et seq.). Today I should 

like to discuss the verification provisions 1vhich we would propose for nuclear Powers 

under a separate cut-off agreement, The appropriate verification procedures for 

non-nuclear Powers need further study·, and therefore I will not touch on them today. 
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required for allowed purposes and the production schedules for each facility which 

would remain in operation, Production requirements would be stated according to 

categories of allo~ed purposes. These would include research, power and propulsion 

reactors, explosions for peaceful purposes, and transfers to other States or to 

international organizations for allowed purposes. Each nuclear Power could question 

the accuracy of another 1 s declaration, If a satisfactory· explanation were not 

receiv8d, the questioning Power would have the right to withdraw from the agreement. 

The next step after the submission of declarations would be the inspections 

themselves. These would be of three kinds~ 

First, to check that shut-down plants did not resume operation; 

Second, to guard against over-fulfilment or diversion of production at the 

declared operating plants; and 

Third, to ensure that no undeclared plants were engaged, contrary to the 

agreement, in clandestine production of fissionable material for use in weapons. 

I should now like to sketch briefly· for the Committee how each kind of inspection 

might be implemented, Let us begin with the simplest: this is the observation of 

a facility which has been shut down completely, This would require an initial 

inspection to identify the plant ~Dd to ensure cessation of production, Thereafter 

only occasional inspections would suffice to confirm the shut-down status. The 

procedure c&~ be simple, because reopening any significant part of a shut-down 

production complex is a very difficult and time-consuming process, Irregular 

inspections, undertaken without too nuch advance notice, would inhibit resumption of 

operation, 

Procedures for monitoring allowed production at declared facilities are also 

relatively simple and less intrusive than might at first be expected, 

First, to see that U-235 separation plants produced U-235 only in declared 

amounts, inspectors would require ground access to the perimeter of the process 

buildings, They would measure the electrical input to the plant, They would check 

the perimeter uranium input, declared product output, and uranium tails for uranium 

and U-235 content, ·rhey would not enter the actual separation plant. By such a 
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perimeter examination, the inspectors could gauge the amount of fissionable material 

available for allowed uses. By these procedures they would also be able to estimate 

the production potential accurately enough to guard against diversion of significant 

quantities. Of course, if the U-235 product were stored for future peaceful use, 

the U-235 input and output at the storage sites would have to be recorded and the 

sites monitored. 

Second, to inspect nuclear reactors maintained in operation, International 

Atomic Energy Agency procedures could be used. Under a cut-off agreement, nuclear 

Powers could agree to accept IAEA or similar inspection on a phased basis starting 

with reactors of 100 or more thermal megawatts. Since the fissionable product of 

the .reactors would be processed in declared chemical-separation plants 1 there would 

be added assurance against its diversion to prohibited uses. 

Third, to monitor chemical-separa·tion plants, the inspectors would require 

complete access to the facility at all times. This is because the plutonium, the 

U-233 and the enriched uranium fuel -- all possible products of chemical separation -

are all also potentially useful in weapons. 

Inspectors of a chemic~-separation plant would maintain a system of records, 

check reports on materials and use of the facility, and ensure that all material 

was accounted for. Plutonium, U-233 and enriched uranium would be monitored in 

storage or used under safeguards consistent lrith those I have been describing. 

But a nuclear Power could choose a substitute for this par·Hcular inspection 

procedure. It could place under international safeguards an equal amount of the 

same type of fissionable material as that to be processed in the chemical-separation 

plant. Of course, the substituted material could not previously have been under 

international safeguards. By making an independent measurement of the feed to the 

plant -- that is, of all the material to be processed in the plant -- the inspectors 

could determine the quantity of fissionable material to be substituted. 

By these three methods it would be possible to verify that fissionable materials 

were produced at declared facilities according to agreed allowances. 

Finally, we would have to ensure that no undeclared facilities were producing 

fissionable materials. For this purpose, we propose that the parties allow a limited 

number of inspections of suspected clandestine facilities. Normally such inspection 
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would require internal access to the suspected facility. Ho1:rever, if it 1:1ere 

coris1dered'particularly sensitive, appropriate external inspection might suffice. 

The guiding principle would be that a nuclear Power could take any reasonable 

precaution to protect its sensitive facilities as long as the inspectors were satisfied 

that no prohibited activities were occurring. 

The procedures I have described are designed for declared plants, both operating 

and shut-down. They would also cover undeclared plants, The International Atomic 

Energy Agency might undertake the inspection of the declared plants. vJe are prepared 

to explore that possibility with the Agency. For undeclared plants, we propose 

adversary inspection~ I inspect you, and you inspect me. 

These procedures would constitute a reliable verification system for the complete 

cut-off without involving excessive intrusion. There would be no inspection of mines 

and refineries, and no inspection of existing nuclear weapon stockpiles. As much as 

possible, inspection would take place on the periphery· of the plants. 

We have also proposed a partial cut-off, on a plant-by·'"plant basis. Verification 

of such a cut-off would at the outset be even more limited, involving only inspection 

of shut-down plants. 

We have submitted today as a Conference document a paper containing the system 

I have just outlined, with some additional details.1/ We hope it will be studied by 

this Committee. We recognize that the technical aspects of the proposed verification 

system are somewhat complex. For this reason we neither expect nor desire immediate 

reactions. In due course we do hope to hear the considered views of the members.of 

the Committee. 

Mr.·DUMITRESCU (Romania) (translation from French): Allow me first of all, 

Mr. Chairman, to associate my delegation with the words of welcome addf~ssed to you 

upon your return among us • · 

Today· the Committee, in accordance with the procedure of work adopted on the 

proposal of its co..:chairmen (ENDC/PV.l9l, pp.5, 6) begins the examination cif some of 

the ·specific measures before us which are aimed at slowing down the arms race and at 

lessening international tension. I should like to associate myself with the 

1/Circulated as document ENDC/134 
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unamimous expressions of satisfaction regarding the atmosphere in which our work 

has been conducted since the resumption of our negotiations. 

Our co-Chairmen have rightly emphasized that our Committee is particularly 

well placed to prepare and. carry out agreements on mutually-acceptable measures 

aimed at reducing the arms race and promoting a detente in international ralations. 

It goes without s~ing that the adoption of such measures calls for the active 

participation of all delegations in an objective examination of the problems at issue 

and in contributing suggestions, proposals and other initiatives. The fact that we 

have succeeded in establishing, for the first five weeks, a programme of work for the 

study of collateral measures by· our Committee certainly constitutes an advance, 

particularly in comparison with the preceding session when, as we know, the negotiations 

on the order in which collateral problems should be examined did not produce any 

satisfactory results. 

This first agreement, whlch, it is true, concerns only the method of work, as 

well as certain suggestions of a similar nature which have been made here and the 

acceptance of the idea that in certain circumstances the establishment of working 

groups might be useful, are all characteristic of the atmosphere of this session. 

Without wishing to exaggerate their importance, I am nevertheless tempted to attribute 

to them a broader significance. In the Romani~n delegation's opinion these factors 

·reflect the desire -- which I hope is general ·4
- to create, by a more systematic 

organization of our work, conditions which will enable us to deal with all the 

problems confronting us with the necessary effectiveness. That is why we consider 

that such proposals, insofar as they contribute to making our negotiations more 

fruitful, are worthy of the closest study. 

Before turning to one of the problems appearing on to-d~ 1 s agenda, m~ I be 

allowed to make a few brief general observations about collateral measures? 

As has already been said here, every such measure should be judged by the 

yardstick of its utility in promoting thG cause of general and complete disarmament. 

Our Committee certainly has before it numerous proposals which meet this criterion. 
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Even a cursory analysis of these proposals lead to the conclusion that, as a whole, 

they include elements which to an appreciable e}."tent fit in Hith the first stage 

of the process of general and complete disarmament. The implementation of these 

measures would therefore directly create the necessary conditions for going on to 

the application of the plan for gonoral and complete disarmament. 

In our opinion, that is the sense in which we must understand paragraph 8 of 

the Joint Statement of Agreed Principles for Disarmament Negotiations of 20 September 

1961, signed by the Soviet Union and the United States. Paragraph 8 reads as 

follows~ 

"States participating in the negotiations should seek to achieve 

and implement the widest possible agreement at the earliest possible 

date. Efforts should continue without interruption until agreement 

upon the total programme has been achieved, and efforts to ensure 

early agreement on an implementation of' measures of disarmament should 

be undertaken vrithout prejudicing progress on agreement on the total 

programme and in such a way that these .rr1easures would facilitate and 

form part of that programme. 11 (ENDC/5, ·o.,3) 

As we know, there are also other collateral measures which, while not strictly 

speaking disarmament measures, are aimed at bringing about a steady improvement in 

international relations, at strengthening confidence between States, and at thus 

paving the way for disarmament. This category of measures, on which we shall have 

to negotiate, also includes the question of concluding a non-aggression pact between 

the States parties to the Warsaw Treaty and the States members of NATO, and the 

problem of establi~hing denuclearized zones in various parts of the world. 

As I have already had occasion to state, the Romanian delegation attaches 

particular importance to these problems. The conclusion of a non-aggression pact 

between the NATO and Warsaw Treaty groups, as a transitional measure towards the 

elimination of all military blocs, is of great importance because of the very 

favourable effect it would. have on international problems as a whole The impact of 
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the non-aggression pact would not be confined to the geographical region to which it 

applied; its effects would be felt throughout the world. Particularly favourable 

conditions would thus be created f•1r dealing successfully with other major problems 

which still cast a shadow over relations between States. 

I should now like to deal with one of the two points which appear on to-dqy 1s 

agenda~ the proposal for the reduction of military budgets (ENDC/123). In regard 

to the other question, the Romanian delegation has listened with the greatest 

attention to the statement made by the United States representative, Mr. Foster, 

and propose to study it thoroughly. 

The importance which the Romanian delegation attaches to the question of reducine 

military budgets is well known. At the last session we had occasion, on 20 February 

(ENDC/PV.l68), 12 March (ENDC/PV.l74) and 2 April (ENDC/PV.l80), to explain our 

position at length. It can be affirmed that the beneficial effects which the 

adoption of such a measure would have on the establishment and strengthening of 

confidence among states and among peoples are recognized by almost every mem,ber of 

our Committee. In our opinion, the new element which has arisen namely, the Soviet 

delegation's suggestion, made byHr. Zorin, Deputy Hinister of Foreign Affairs, at 

the meeting on 18 June, that this measure might be adopted in the first instance by 

the great Powers,r:(ENDC/PV.l91 p.l7) is of a nature to :facilitate still further 

the adoption of appropriat0 measures. 

It goes without sqying that each State would be free to choose the areas in 

which it would carry out reductions. 

If such a measure is to have the desired effectiveness and significance, it 

must not in any circumstances exclude expenditures on nuclear arms, because of the 

particularly high, and constantly increasing, percentage of armaments expenditure 

devoted to the nuclear arms race, 

It is particularly important, now that the requisite conditions seem to exist, 

that part of the funds released through the reduction of military expenditures should 

be appropriated for assistance to developing countries. That is a problem which 

concerns the entire world community. It would be difficult to cite any recent 

international conference at which the problem of reducing military budgets and 
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using the funds thus made available for assistance to developing countries has not 

been raised in one form or another. Who should take action in this direction if 

not our Committee? 

In stating once again our support for the adoption of this measure, we are not 

unmindful of the objections raised by the Western delegations, who say they would 

find it difficult to accepty at the present juncture, an express agreement on 

recuction of military· budgets. Those objections ~·e well known and are open to 

criticism. In our opinion they cannot in any case be invoked against the proposal 

that our Committee should appeal to governments to reduce their mili.tary· budgets. 

Among these objections are those of some of my colleagues regarding he lack of 

details about the structure of the military expenditures of some States and the 

contents of certain chapters of their budgets. Equally unfounded, in our view, 

are the doubts e:~pressed by some delegations as to our Committee 1 s competence to 

address such an appeal to States or to ask the United Nations General Assembly to do 

so. 

Our Committee's competence resides in the fact that it is the only international 

body to which the Unite~ Nations General Assembly· has entrusted the task of preparing 

the treaty on general and complete disarmament. It it is competent to do that, it 

is competent to do something loss, and therefore to negotiate a~d adopt collateral 

measures such as; for example, the reduction of military budgets and, a fortiori, 

an appeal to reduce those budgets. 

The Romenian delegation considers that this problem has been amply debated in 

our Committee. It seems to us desirable that we should no1.,r p·oceed to a specific 

measure. On this basis, and since there does not seem to be &~y· real obstacle or 

any substantial difference of opinion on the point, we wonder :if it would not be 

possible to agree upon the formulation of the appeal to gover~~ents to reduce their 

m~litary expenditures. \<Te should alsc examine and decide upon the form and procedure 

for launching the e.ppeal. In our view, that would constitute a general consensus 

of opinion vlhich would make it easier in the fu·:v::e t.o reach an agreement on the 

reduction of military budgets. 
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We believe that the prestige of this Committee is such that the appeal to 

reduce military expenditures will not go unheeded by the States concerned. In 

turn, the success of this appeal would have beneficial repercussions on our Committee 1E 

prestige, and consequently on its capacity to act in the interests of peace and 

disarmament. 

Mr. BURNS (Canada): First, I should like to join other delegations in 

welcoming you back, Mr. Chairman, to our Committee. 

The Canadian delegation is very happy that the co-Chairmen have been able to 

recommend to the Conference a procedure which introduces order into our discussion 

of collateral measures (ENDC/PV.l91, pp.5, 6). This is an encouraging step forward, 

and we hope that, as a result, the Conference will be able to make progress on one or 

more of the measures which have been agreed for discussion. I believe that all of 

us have a responsibility to make the most of these improved procedural arrangements. 

I also believe that, at the end of the period which these arrangements cover, the 

Conference should be in a good position to decide which collateral measures it 

wishes to concentrate on during the remainder of the present session. 

This morning I intend to speak for the most part about stopping the production 

of fissionable materials for weapon purposes. As regards the other measure which 

is under discussion today·, the reduction of military budgets, my delegation has 

for the time being nothing substantive to add to the statements of the Canadian 

position which I made at our 172nd and 184th meetings. We shall, of course, 

study with care the views that have been expressed on this matter today by the 

representatives of Bulgaria and Romania. As we understood the simultaneous 

interpretation of his remarks, the representative of Bulgaria implied that, if 

agreement were reached on the reduction of military budgets, the military budget 

of the Soviet Union might be set forth in the same amount of detail as appears at 

present in the military budget, for instance, of the United States. If that is 

a correct understanding of the Bulgarian representative's remarks, and if that is 

indeed the position, it is the view of the Canadian delegation that this would 

greatly improve the prospects for agreement on reductions of military budgets. 

I should now like to turn to the other subject on today 1s agenda. 
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The Canadian delegation welcomes the further development by the United States 

delegation of its proposal for a cut~off in the production of weapon-grade fissionable 

material and the related proposal for transfers of agreed quantities of such material 

to peaceful uses (ENDC/PV.l91, pp, 7 et. se~). These seem to us to be steps which 

deserve the close attention of the Conference in considering what action we could 

most appropriately take in the field of collateral measures at the present time, 

It has been pointed out several times that the groundwork for an:agreement to halt 

the further accumulation of stockpiles of materials for the manufacture of nuclear 

weapons was laid last April, when the three nuclear Powers represented here decided 

to take unilateral steps to slow down their respective production of these materials 

· (ENDC/131, 132). It seems to my delegation logical, therefore, for us to take full 

advantage now of this favourable development and to seek both to accelerate and to 

formalize by international agreement a process which has already begun in a modest 

way on the basis of unilateral decision. The announcements by the three nuclear 

Powers two months ago showed a common desire to take steps to check the arms race 

in t.his area. 

We are aware that statements have been made by Soviet Union spokesmen to the 

effect that the Soviet Union is not prepared to extend the moves declared last April 

towards the reduction and elimination of the production of fissile material for 

weapon purposes, Nevertheless we hope that the Soviet Union will find it possible 

to reconsider its position on hearing the precise proposals whic.h have been put forward. 

Since the nuclear Powers appear to recognize that nothing is to be gained from 

continuing to build up the vast quantities of fissile material they already possess, 

my delegation hopes that further negotiations will permit an agreement to be reached 

which will give us a firm basis for a tangible advance towards nuclear disarmament, 

At our 19lst meeting, a week ago, the representative of the United States 

reminded the Conference of the principal advantages Hhich the implementation of a 

cut-off would'have. He emphasized in particular the limitation in the quantity 

of .fissionab]Je ·material available for use in nuclear weapons, and the inhibiting 

effect a cut-off would have on the further spread of nuclear weapons, There is a 

t.hird, more general, advantage which I should like to mention, It is ~enerally 

agreed that the most important and, at the same time, the most difficult problems 
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which our negotiations must solve concern nuclear weapons and their means of delivery. 

Although we recognize that there is a vital connexion between nuclear and conventional 

disarmament, the key to progress in this Committee does seem to lie in coming to grips 

with the threat which modern nuclear armaments pose to the security of nations. The 

limited agreements which have been reached to date have all, in one way or another, 

sought to deal with that threat. Since it is from fissionable materials that nuclear 

weapons are made, an agreement to put a stop to the further increase in stockpiles 

of those materials would undoubtedly be very significant. It would also provide 

valuable experience in the application of verification procedures which would be 

relevant when we come to develop appropriate techniques for the actual reduction of 

nuclear weapons themselves. 

Surely· the time has come when nations should agree on steps which will change 

nuclear power from a curse which threatens mankind 1 s very existence into a servant 

working for the well-being of all people. Yesterday I noticed a press report 

announcing that the United states and the Soviet Union will explore together the 

possibilities of de~salting sea water by various methods, including the use of nuclear 

energy. This is just one example of the tremendous possibilities for co-operation 

in the use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, co-operation which would undoubtedly 

increase in extent and significru1ce once there was agreement to stop the production 

of fissile material for weapon purposes. It is in this light that the Canadian 

delegation approaches the proposals ~or the cut-off and transfer which are before 

this Committee. 

There are two aspects of these proposals as they· have been presented thus far 

by the United States delegation which my delegation thinks deserve special attention. 

The first is the degree of flexibility which the West adopts as regards the scope 

which action in this field could take, As the representative of the United States 

made clear on 18 June, the Western proposals encompass a range of possibilities 

from, at one end of the scale, verified plant-by-plant shutdowns to, at the other 

end, a complete and verified cut-off (ENDC/PV.l91, p.?). In the past, apprehension 

has been expressed that the West was seeking to impose an unacceptable degree of control 

over the atomic industry of States in advance of general and complete disarmament. 

The flexible terms of reference which have now been proposed for the negotiation of 

this measure should allay any misgivings on this score, 
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~1at seems to us of paramount importance is that a determined effort should b~ 

made to start the process of enstrring that production of fissile material is only 

for peaceful purposes. If the further intensive discussion of thi.s me2sure which 

we hope will take place between the co-Chairmen and in the Conference should reveal 

obstacles to an earl~r agreement which might accomplish the cut-off in a single step, 

the WEJY is open for more limited action which could be taken immediately and which 

Hould keep potential difficulties to a minlmum. An approach of this sort ,.;ould 

reach.the fin.::l 60el of a complete cut-off l:y stages and start with the ve::-ified 

shut-down of e.gread fa~il i..ties on a plant-hy·-plant basis. 

In the op:..n:i.o:J. of ny d<::Jlegation, any agroeme::J.t in this fielJ, hovrever modest 

initially, would yield great J.ividends. v:e are confident that J following action 

by· the nuclear P0vre:t:>~: towa-::-ds a veri:'ied cut-off, non-nuclear Powers ".Jill wish to 

associa_te themselves vrith the agreement in such a wcy as to reinforce the fundamental 

objective cf J.imitin~ the pr:Jduction of fissionable IL.aterials the 1.;crld over to 

peaceful ptrrposes alone. I have emphasized the flexibility inherent in the proposals 

before the ColY'.mitto·:: with rospect to th _ me-Ghoc1_ of implementing the cut-off. The 

same flexibility is apparent ::..n the United st.ates propos&ls fo::: subsequent transfers 

by the nuclear Powers of quantities of fissionable ma:.ed.als from past productio:1 to 

poe.ceful p11rpos es. 

}'~y second point concerns verification. This morning the T.'epresentativ3 of the 

Uni."!:.ed States hus given the Conference E'. prJL?.n1inary but croite detdl3d p~_c·~ure o:' 

tlL; verlficat::.on provisions -v~D.ich the United States proposes s::Ccu~.cl accompc..ny ·;:;~i::; 

measure. '\<fe shc::ll, cf courso, sb:tdy his statement uith interest, &~ woll as t'.ny 

docu.L·.mts on this subject •rhich may be circulated.. ThiG p:c:.;v:'i.des us with ampl0 

material for concrete negoticri:.ions. Th'3 verification nf;aCJ.ras 1,;hJ ch he7e been set 

out r.re FJVidently the :·esult of intenJi ve s'Su.dy. 

M:r prel~_min:ll':r cof0Jnents c.~n t.hese pl·ovis:l.or"s a-re qs .follows. :.::n gen::;ral they 

do not 9.ppear to involve t.he acceptance by Stater of und.uly bu~densome procedures, 

particularly IJ'he:::: we; c:onsider the great importance 0i' the cut-off &.s a. first step 

toHa"ds ;:mclear C.isc.::-mmnont. They tqke fully into account the legitimate concern 

of States to protect sensiti7e dei'ence inst~.llatio11s in tl13 interest of their national 

security~ We note in po.rti: :ular that the manufacture, stor'! ng and deployment of 

nuclear wearons are expli.citly excluded from the a.nbi t of ~.nspection. Once again, it 
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seems to my delegation that considerable flexibility· is maintained with respect to 

the extent of the inspection which would be required under the agreement. The scope 

of verification would depend on whether the initial agreement involved a complete 

or a partial cut-off. In the latter case verification would be applied only to 

ensure compliance with an agreement to shut down certain specified facilities, and 

would involve only an inspection to identify the plants in question to m~~e sure that 

their production had ceased; thereafter occasional inspections would be necessary 

to confirm that these plants remained inoperative. 

The Canadian delegation looks forward with great interest to the considered 

comments of the Soviet Union on these proposals. It would be a major achievement 
/ 

indeed if the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee could leport to the coming General 

Assembly that during this session we had made real progress towards stopping for ever 

the production of fissile material for use in nuclear weapons. 

Mr. CAVALLETTI (Italy) (translation from French): I should first of all 

like to associate myself with the statements made this morning by Mr. Dumitrescu, 

the Romanian representative, and Mr. Burns, the Canadian representative, on the value 

and significance of the agreement which we have reached on our agenda. Like them, 

I wish to stress the positive and encouraging nature of this procedural agreement, 

the significance of which perhaps transcends the plane of procedure. At the previous 

session my delegation repeatedly stressed the need for adopting a working plan in 

order to impart a more orderly character to our discussions and to enable our Committee 

to concentrate on those measures which offer the most promising prospects. MY 
delegation therefore has special reasons for welcoming the procedural agreement which 

our Committee has reached and is now about to put into force. 

However, before touching on the main purpose of my speech, I should like to make 

another comment on the agenda. The agreed work plan for the coming weeks includes 

the examination of certain measures proposed by the United States and Soviet delegations. 

But it is clear and that is the point I should like to stress -- that the 

discussions could and should include all proposals submitted by· other delegations 

on the same measures. In other words, I am sure that the agenda provides ample 

scope for all delegations to collaborate freely and fully in a search for the most 

suitable compromise solutions for the problems before us. 
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The question of the cut-off is specifically on the agenda for today 1s meeting, 

but this is certainly not the first time that it has been examined by our Conference. 

for a long time the t.Jestern delegations have been stressing the desirability of 

halting the production of fissionable materials for military purposes as a first step 

in the process of nuclear disarmament. 

However, in my opinion, this cut-off proposal now presents itself in a new light, 

with greater prospects of leading to an agreement, and that for several reasons. 

In the first place, the proposal has recently been elaborated by the United States 

delegation in a more complete and detailed fashion. In its speeches of 18 June 

(ENDC/PV.l91, pp.? et sea.) and today, the United States delegation gave us additional 

explanations of very great value. Today it has presented to the Conference a working 

paper (ENDC/134) which will certainly be studied with the greatest interest by all 

delegations. Secondly, an agreement on a cut-off would seem to follow quite naturally 

from the recently-achieved cut-back. The recent decisions to that effect by the 

United States (ENDC/132), United Kingdom. and Soviet (ENDC/1.31) Governments appear 

to indicate the path we must follow. The obstacles to an agreement on a cut-off 

thus seem to be diminishing. 

We have been told in the past that a halt, or even a curtailment, in the 

production of fissionable materials for military purposes is of no importance, and 

would be pointless in view of the quantity of materials already available. Now, 

the well-known decision recently· taken by the Soviet Union, and the manner in which 

the latter announced it, show that the Soviet Government's attitude is no longer so 

negative. The favourable repercussions which the Soviet gesture, and the similar 

but 1Urther reaching decision of the United States Government, have had on the 

international atmosphere are proof of the psychological value of these steps. 

We can be sure that decisions of wider scope, which would entail ·greater 

commitments for the parties, such as a decision on a general cut-off, would have 

a much greater and more beneficial effect on the international atmosphere, and 

rightly so, because the arms race would, as a result of such a cut-off, be for the 

first time completely halted in a fundamental sector of the nuclear field:; the 

atomic menace would thus be blocked and could no longer be increased. 
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An agreement on e cut~off would, moreover, be of particular significance with 

regard to third Powers. We have always felt that disarmament should not merely 

be an end in itself, but also bring economic ru1d social advantages to all countries, 

and generally improve the material situation of the world. .<ID agreement on a cut~off 

would permit a first practical application of that principle on a basis of peaceful 

international collaboration. If nuclear production for military purposes '..rer8 

halted, a large-scale development of production of fissionable materials for peaceful 

uses could be expected, thus permitting economic expansion to the advanta:~e of 

those countries which have lagged behind in the use of nuclear energy. 

Last but not least, an agreement on a cut-off would have the advantage of 

entailing relatively simple control measures. The United States delegation has 

set forth in its working paper the broad outlines of such control. That is, of 

course, a matter for negotiation, and we can here and now assure the Soviet 

delegation that, in this as in other similar cases, the West will not ask ~~ything 

which is not strictly (:JSsential to security. vJe are aw1:U'e of the Soviet 

delegation's reservations regarding the very idea or concept of control, and 

particularly concerning collateral measures. The Soviet delegation has often 

insisted that there cru1 be no control without previous material destruction of 

armaments. We, too, believe that, in the case of general and complete disarmament, 

control should be in strict proportion to the extent of disarmament; but the 

question assumes a different aspect in the case of collateral measures, and I do 

not believe that the problem has yet been studied in sufficient depth. 

Certain collateral measures entail a halt in the arms race without destruction 

of armaments; the cut~·off is one example. That is quite natural in view of the 

special nature of collateral measures. Since they are to open the way to general 

and complete disarmament, since they constitute the first steps in that direction, 

it necessarily follows that some of these measures should, first and foremost, 

bear on a halt in the arms race in certain sectors. But it cannot be denied 

that such a halt in the arms race is useful, indeed necessary, and that, in 

preventing an otherwise inevitable increase in armaments, it represents in fact 

a genuine disarmament measure. 
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It blocks the virtually certain production of more armaments. At the same 

time, a halt in the arms race in any sector cannot be concoived without appropriate 

control. No coQ~try would undertake to halt its military production 1nthout solid 

guarantees that other coQ~tries would do the same. If it neglected to ask for 

guarantees, it would be exposed to grave danger. The other side could clandestinely 

increase its armaments. The development of military effort would thus be one-sided, 

completely upsetting the previous military b2.lancc. It would therefore not be out 

of place to link a proposal for halting the 8.rms race in any one sector, such as 

the cut-off proposal, with appropriate control measures in the same sector, 

However, in tho case of the production of fissionable materials, it would be 

easy to limit inspections strictly to that.sector alone, exluding all other forms 

of inspection in the military sector, which is a sensitive one from the point of 

view of a country's defence and security. Moreover, an objective and impartial 

internati,)nal body already exists to carry out such control, as soon as agreement has 

been reached, and even before the creation of the international disarmament organization, 

This should clearly facilitate and speed up an agreement, and enable it to be 

impiemented at once. 

r~should like to conclude by observing that the practical application of control 

measures in respect of a halt in the production of fissionable materials for military 

purposes would provide valuable concrete experience which would help us in the 

subsequent adoption of more comprehensive control systems, such as would be needed 

to make further progress towards disarmament. Control, it must be ~~uitted, is 

not pleasant for any country. Ho country is enthusiastic about the prospect of 

opening up its frontiers, its industries and its armaments to international inspectors. 

If we really want to make progress in the field of disarmament, we must gradually 

accustom OUl'selves to that necessity·. We shall have to realize by degrees that 

the inspectors are not intruders, spies or enemies, but useful and necessary 
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wor~inc for poaco. Control of th~ cut-off> owinL to its li.Jitod and circuo-

scribed a~aractor, offora us a firct o~portunity to ~ocooo accustomc~ to that 

idoa wit~out too nuch pain or cacrifico, 

~'!:o Bulgarian c::.nd Hvmc.micm clolEJc;o,tions s~;oko ac;::cin today o,bout reductions 

in nilitary budgets, ':1\ich is o.lso on our .?,goncla. !'1zy r:Loloc;ati0n hclS o,lroady 

explained its views on that su~joct durinc tho last session of this Conforonco. 

Tl-c.o ccnsidor::ttions l'ut :L'orVi2cr'1 tocli:w by the Bulc,::trian and Ror.1:mian delet-;ations 

in support of tho thE:: sis of -l:;ho 3a.stern clolegations do not c.\t first sic;ht gi vo 

us reason to rnoclify our atti tuc:.o. Eowovor, wo shall study those considerations 

carefull3r a.ncl rcvort to tho su.bjoct if \iO detect in the :::::astern clologntions' 

position:::, clegroeof flexibility on 'iihat, in our viou, is nn osscntinl pro-

roqui si tog mutual knov,·loclge cmc~ co::~prohcnsion of ;c;i li tary budc;ets. 

IIr. ZOP,UJ (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from Russinn) g 

Since 9 in accordance wi. th tho l)rocoduro v-v-o i1avo .'ldOj.Ybo cl; tho Soviet dol ega tion 

is submitting today SOI'10 detailed o1Jservations on ono of the collateral uoasures 

reduction of ,nili tary ouclcots - I do not intend to touch ur:on ::1ny other questions, 

in Ftrticular the questions whic:1 have been dealt v1i th todny in the statements 

ua~o by other representatives. can, of course, rovort to those questions at 

a lc,tor date, after v:e hnva r:1ado a car0ful study of all that hns boon s3.id today 

lJy various delecations, especially by the dole[~ation of the United States. 

'I'he Soviet delegation believes thr.t, -:vhen considering measures aimed at 

lessening internntional tension an~ nt reducinc the nrms rnce, it would be desirable 

to give priority consicleratiun in the Cornmi ttee to tho question of reducing 

military budgets oecnuse it is o. very important question and fully ripe for 

solution. 
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You knon that tl~e Soviet GoveTnr::ent )rC~Josos tlnt acreeYilont bo roached on 

a reduction of ci1ili tary tuc~ro·ots 1_;y 10 to 15 per contc 'l1ho relevant proposnl is 

gi von o,n important place in tho uenor,-:cllclum o:L' the Govornr,Jent of the Soviet Union 

of 28 January 1964 on mc:asuros aincd Ect lessoning intornation,,l tension and at 

reducint tho arns rnce (mmC/123). But He put thG roctuction of ni1i tary budgets 

among the priority questions not Ollly bscause it is included in that memorandum, 

in which mention is ~acle of oicht other measures the implementation of Hhich 

would help towards improvin~ the intornatiGnal situation and restricting the arms 

race. Our view regardinG the desirability of sincling out the reduction of 

military budgets as a question to bo civon priority is based on the facts of 

life as it is and on an an11l3rsis of tho docuwonts relating to r·revious discussions, 

and of the statements and j_Jroposals m<.:-:_de by- tho ropresonta ti ves of various States 

members of the Eighteen-Nation Cowmittee, 

First of all, it must bo said that in the sphere of tho reduction of 

rnili tary budgets a certain j_)OSi ti ve experience h2:.s alro?cdy boon acquired, In 

1964 such a reduction hns boon carried out on the basis of mutu8-l example by the 

Soviet Union and tho United States of Ar:10rica and subsequently by a number of 

other States, including Bulearia, Czechoslovnkia and Romania. Consequently a 

start has been made~ there is something fror:1 which one can go further. 

A number of facts c;ive us reason to believe that many States,including the 

militarily most povrerful States, Lcre inclined in varyint;· degree to go further 

along this path, Yfhere tho Soviet Union is concerned, our Government has on more 

than one occasion expressed the J.esire to c;o forvrard, on an agreed basis, along 

the ::~ath of a systematic reduction of r.1ilitary expenditures. Yie confirm this 

today by proposing that we reach, first of ::tll, an at;rconent in this regard. As 

can be seen froE1 the statements r"1acle by prominent government officials and 

political leaders in the Gni ted StE>,tes, it is beinc increasingly recoc,nized in 

that country that the policy of an unbridled arms race cmd a rapid growth in 
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military expenditure is likely to involve even sucl1 an economically-developed 

country as the Uni tecl States in serious c~ifficul tL;s in sol vine; il::ll)Ortant 

problems of its internal life. 

Hore and more frequently in the Unitcc[ States ono hears statements to the 

effect~ not only that a further increase in the r:lili tc,ry buclget would be point-

less, but also that it 1voulcl bo )Ossible to carry out a considerable reduction 

of military expendi turo in tho next fe~:; years. Such c-,n authoritative figure as 

the former Deputy Secretary of Defense of the (Jni ted States, :•Tr. Gilpatric, 

recently expressed the opinion that tho Uni tecl Statos ;nili te,ry buclcet could be 

reduced by 25 ;>or cent in the next fevr yoQrs vvi thout any detriment to the natio:ual 

security of the country. It GOes without saying that vm 1-.relcomo such sensible 

statements. 

Recently reports have boon published tho,t several other NATO countries, in 

particular, Canada and the Netherlands, aro studying tho question of reducing the 

military ex1)endi tures of those countries. Similar problems are also being studied_~ 

so we understand, by socialist countries parties to the i,7arsaw Treaty. 

In other words~ to some extent there is beginning to crystalli~e on both 

sides a common vvay of thinking clirected towards a further reduction of r.1ili tary 

budgets. If that is so, tho consideration of this quosti0n in the Eighteen

Nation Committee should accelerate the crystallization of this corr.mon way of 

thinking and lead to the conclusion of an intern,:,tional agreement on the reduction 

of military budgets. 

There are other considerations on account of which we believe it desirable 

to examine and try to solve the proi)lem of reducinc uili tary budcets as a matter 

of priority, and we expect positive results fro'11 that examination. It must be 

pointed out, for instance, that the implementation of such a measure as the reQuction 

of military budgets is the least complicated in comparison with other measures 

for reducing tho arms race. 
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The reduction of ~ilit~ry bu ts by 10 to 13 per cent, as proposed tho 

Soviet Union 2 could subst3,11.tially rostrict tho :::c:c·;.1s race "cnc~ reduce the r::hto of 

this c:uestion '.'roulcl not necessitate any clifficul t and lengthy ,,-mrk to settle 

numerous military and tecimical prol1ler;1s 2 nor Y.'ould it rcx1uire States to reveal 

to ono another the structure of their defence sys cems 2 vJ:cich would be fraucht 

vdth difficulties a-t a tiuo nhen t~l8re is still no ac,TocDent on disarmament. 

Nothing of tho kind would be required. 

If States a[0Teed to rcc1 uce their militar;y bucl::-:Gts by 10 to 15 per cent 2 

each of them would be quite freo to dotsri:Jine 9 in carr;yinc)· out this o_g-reement 9 

w~1ich components of its militc,ry uachine vrot~lcl be affected and to ·what extent it 

·would develop t:C.em at a reduced rate. Thus oe..ch would bEJ 9 as the sayinc goes 9 

master in his mm house, and an ac,reeli1ont to roduco :nili t1:n~;y budgets -vrould in no 

wa;y restrict a country's freedom in determining tho methods of ensuring its 

national security, 1.7hon 9 for instance, after tho Soviet Union set the example 

tho United States and a nur:1bor of other countries unilaterally reduced their 

military expenditures, they themselves deciclocl Y.'hich i toms in their military 

budgets this reduction would a~~ly to, in order not to harm their national 

security interests, 

Furthermore, I should like to stress the indisputable fact that if States 

roughly equal from the military point of vie¥! were to agree to an equal percentag·e 

reduction of their rnilitary e=:pendi tun-cs, this v;ould in no vray UlJsot the existing 

balance of forcGs botvroen tl;.em. In this respect there Vlould be strict com1Jliance 

v1i th the ~Jrinci~Jle of oquali ty of security, any deviation from which vvould 

always be resent eel vri th :;articular sensi ti vi ty by any State. 
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~o ~re in f~vour of discussins and solvinc tho probloo of reducing 

oili tary lJUdcjctc or;_ a priority b~1si s s;,lso 1Joc~uso t~w solution of this probler;1 

tives promise of vary considor~blo and ~uickly porce~tible benefits which would 

1Jo c;ainocl by every State throuc,:1 tho sni tchin[~ of ect least a 11art of its 

lilili tary expenditures to ~x::acoful clovolopmont. Ono can say that the requirements 

for tho ocono:1ic clovolopmont of tho present-day vwrld aro themselves knocking 

at tho doors of our Cor:~Gi ttec, reminding Ul3 of tho noocl to sol vo with all spood 

tho ~;roblom of roc~ucing ,:1ilitary buci_c,ots, 

Tl1o total militccr;y ox:Jonc1ituros of all countries in th0 v,-orld in tho last 

few years amount, as has boon calculated by ocono8ists, to roughly ;120 milliard 

a year. That is a trul3r astronomical figure, Lot us imac;ino for a minute tho 

benefits from tho standl;oint of' economic clovclopl;lOnt that could l;e obtained if 

tho Soviet Government's proposal wore carried out and if, as a result, States 

which agreed to at least a 10 per c<:mt roduct:i_on of tlwir military budgets could 

t1'ansfor the sum of ,;12 milliard ill sc,vincs to J_;oacoful dovolopmont. Our 

GXlJOrts have calculated that this sum would llO sufficient to eliminate within 

twenty years hunc;or, eli soase and illi toracy in tho l)Oorer l;art s of the world, 

These resources vvould be sufficient to build forty-oisht giant metallurgical 

works such as tho Bhilai plant in India, or eisht Giant constructions such as 

tho Assouan dam in tho Uni toCl Ar;::cb Republic, 'l'hat sum vvould be sufficient to 

construct fifteen to tvronty industrial pmror centres of world-Yiido importance 

for instance, larco industrial complexes in tho l)asins of African ri vors such 

as the Nit;'sr, tho Con,::_'o and tho Zambo si, in the basins of tho great rivers of 

Asia such as tho Indus 9 tho Gan,';os, tho Ilokone,, or in tho foothills of the Andes 

and on tho groat rivers of South Amoricl1. 
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All States would gain from the reduction of military budgets_, because they 

would be able by this means to devote additional sums to the needs of their 

development ... to raising the standard of living of their peoples_, to the building of 

schools_, hospitals .. dwelliugs and roads. The only people to lose would be those 

who get profits out of the manufacture of death-dealing armaments. Their loss -w·ould 

be a most convincing victory of the forces of peace. 

Finally .. we also bear in mind that even at the previous session of the Committee 

it appeared that .. out of all the measures for reducing the arms race put forward by 

various countries for consideration .. it was the proposal for the reduction of 

military budgets that aroused the greatest interest in the Con~ittee. At that time 

also the representatives of the socialist and non-aligned States expressed themselves 

in favour of settling this question as quickly as possible. In this connexion, 

permit me to remind you of something else that was :::aid by the representative of 

Nigeria.:> iYir. Obi;> in his statement at the meeting of the Committee held on 24 January, 

and -which was mentioned this morning by lvir. Lukanvv ~ 
11 We believe the time is no\v opportune for a formal agreement on the 
1freezing 1 and reduction of military budgets." (ENDC/PV.l59. p.l5). 

We also recall with satisfaction the words of the representative of Burma.:> 

.Ivir. Barrington, who said quite frankly in his sta.tement on 2.0 February; 
11 ••• we see no reason why the budgets of the 1u.ain armed Powers should 

not be reduced by 10 to 15 per cent as proposed by the Soviet Union ••• 

Apart from the. salutary effect on the general armaments picture, such 

an agreement ••• would serve as an example and an earnest to the world 

that the Powers concerned redlly meant business with regard to 

disarmament." (ENDC/PV.l68, p.?). 
Similar vieus -were eXpressed at that time by the representatives of several o-cher 

cotmt..ries. 

Thus everything goes to show that there are sufficient grollnds here in the 

Committee for getting down in all earnest to considering and solving the problem 

of reducing military budgets. We think tha.t agreement on this matter can be reached 

at the present session of the Committee. 
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Being ar..xious to facilitate to the utmost creation of the preconditions for a 

general agreement of the members of the Coro.m.ittee oE the question of reducing 

military budgets~ and thus enable the Com.mittee to move on from the general debate 

on this subject to the concrete elaboration of an appropriate agreement~ the Soviet 

Government_. as we ~lave already announced at a previous meeting of the Committee. 

(ENDC/PV.l91, p.l7), has endeavoured to take into account in its proposal a number 

of wishes and ideas expressed by the participants in the negotiations during the 

general debate on the reduction of military budgets. 

Thus the Soviet Gove:'nment has taken into consideration the fact that for 

countries possessing a small military potential it would be difficult at the present 

time to set about a considerable reduction of their military budgets. It is for this 

reason that in our proposal for the reduction of military budgets by 10 - 15 per cent 

it is now assumed that the amounts of the reductions need not necessarily be the same 

for both the large ar:.d the small States. i-Jhen we come to a practical solution cf 

this problem it \·J"ill be possible to take into account also the peculiarities of the 

positton of any particular State. 

At sessions of the General Assembly of the United Nations, at the United Nations 

Conference on Trade and Development} and at meetings of the Eighteen-Natton Committee 

on Disarmament, the representatives of a number of developing countries have 

repeatedly expressed the desire that part of the resources released as a result of 

a reduction of military budgets should be used for rendering assistance to developing 

countries. As you know, the Soviet Goverrunent has also taken in consideration this 

argument of the non-aligned delegations~ and has expressed its readiness to agree 

that~ upon the achievement of an agreement to reduce military budgets by 10 - 15 per 

cent, a certain portion of the resources thus released should be devoted to rendering 

assistance to developing countries. 

Today the Soviet delegation 1--muld like to inform the Cormnittee that in settling 

the question of reducing military budgets we are also prepared to take into account 

certain pecllliari ties of the position in which some of the ·vJestern Powers find 

themselves at present and which make it difficult for them to carry out in the coming 

months the necessary legislative procedures for the ratification of a formal agreement 

on a reduction of military expenditure by 10 to 15 per cent. If it is really difficult 

for them to sign such a formal agreement at the present session of the Conmittee, it 

would be possible to accept as a first step a more limited redllction. 
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Accordingly we suggest that the Committee express:; in one form or another~ the 

intention of the participants in the diaarmartlent negotiations to take the path of 

redllcing their military budgetsjl and that it appeal to other States to fol10hr that 

ex:o.mple. This could be a declaration b,y the States members of Committee" a.n appeal 

by them to thG other States of the world, or even simply a statement of intention. 

The main thing is not the form of the appropl'iate document_, but ths contents~ it 

should not be difficult to reach agreement on the form. In this connexion we recall 

the statement vlhich was made by t!le representative of the UnitGd .Arab RepllblicJI 

Mr. Hassan; at the meeting of the Coinmittee on 9 April (ErJDC/PV .182; p.l5)" and which 

has already been quoted today by the representative of Bulgaria; Hr. Lukanov. 

'vJhatJI then 9 should be inclnded in a document of the Eighteen-Nation Committee 

containing such a statement of intention and an appeal to other States to reduce 

their military budgets? Hhen 1ve thought o-ver this qLlestion, the idea occurred to us 

that_ much that is useflll in this regard can be drawn from the w·orking paper (ENDC/126) 

submitted by the delegation of Brazil on 13 February (ENDC/PV.l_A6o nn. qAt seq.). 

T-Je think that in its statement or declaration the Committee could first of all 

point out that the question of reducing the military budgets of States has now become 

very urgent and that a positive solution of that question would contribute 

substantially to reducing the arms race and further improving the international 

atmosphe:::-2. Furthermore)> it -vrould perhaps be adviso.ble to express in the Committee's 

statement approval of the reduction of military budgets alrecdy undertaken unilaterally 

by a number of States within the scope of a policy of example. Then the statement 

could express the intention of the States members of the Eighteen-Nation Committee 

firmly to carry oc:.t the policy of x·educing their mil:i.tary budgets. A:fter that it 

vonlr1 :;:->A"'n"~pf' be appropriate to have a paragraph containing an appeal to all States)> 

and in the first place to the major Po1·Jers ~ to folloH the same line and likewise to 

reduce their military budgets. The Committee's statement could also include a 

proposition regarding the possibility of devoting in the future a portion of the 

resources released as a result of the reduction of military budgets to rendering 

increased economic assistance to developing .L < COlll1GrleS. 

So we have at least ·that minimum. Let us reach agreement en it! It would not 

require any direct c om.mi tment regarding the size of tho reductions)> or any legislative 
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formalization of the agreement achieved. At the same time an agreed statement by the 

Eighteen-Hation Committee on the reduction of military budgets -vmuld be a convincing 

express ion of the will and determination of our Govern111ents to make head-vray in 

reducing the arms race and in lessening international tension. 

If.:> as we hope,. it should become the general opinion in the Committee that it is 

desirable and possible to prepare a statement or declaration on the reduction of 

military budgets .. vle think that the practical preparation of sllch a document collld 

be undertaken by the co-Chairmen_. to whom should be added, in order to assist them, 

several members of the Co~nittee .. inclllding representatives of the non-aligned 

countries. The draft statement could then be considered by the Committee. 

The Soviet delegation proposes that~ without losing time, we set to work and 

prepare such a draft statement or declaration by the Eighteen-Nation Cornmittee on the 

reduction of military budgets. There can be no doubt that the agreed drafting of 

such a document would be warmly uelcomed by all peoples, and Wollld strengthen still 

further their confidence in the usefulness and hopeful prospects of the disarmament 

negotiations. 

Hr. THOJ.vl.AS (United Kingdom); First_. I should like to join other 

representatives here in welcoming you, Jvrr. Chairmsn, on your return to this Committee. 

I know we all feel that we shall greatly benefit from your participation in our work. 

Today, for the first time this year, as has been said, our discussion on 

collateral measures is directed towards a fixed agenda. I should like to take this 

opportunity of supporting what was said by the representatives of Romania, Canada and 

Italy i..'1 welcoming this ordering of ollr work. I would also say hovr much we agree 

with their remarks about the value and importance of our work on collateral measures. 

In the past we have frequently said that if we examined i..~ greater depth some of the 

proposals before the Committee we should be able to find which among them was most 

likely to yield agreement. I am sure that the adoption of e.n agenda will help us to 

that end. 

The Committee has before it today two items for discllssion. I would first refer 

briefly to the United States proposal for verification of a cut-off prior to stage I 

of general and complete disarmament. My delegation has followed with considerable 
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interest the stater,wnts made on this subject by the United States representative. 

Mr. Foster;> on 18 June (El~DC/PV.l9l.ll p.9) and, in particular., today. The paper which 

he has just submitted (EHDC/134) seems to me to be a most important and useful 

contribution to our work. It represents t~e kind of technical study in the field of 

disarmament and collateral measures which 1r1e think should engage the Corru11ittee 1 s 

attention. We are sure that detailed consideration and discussion ·Jf concrete 

proposals of this kind can appreciably advance our progress. 

The Committee will remereber that in 1962 my dele5ation submitted a paper (ENDC/60) 

on the verification of a cut-off in the context of general and complete disarmament. 

I think that the paper submitted today is to some extent the complement of that 

earlier paper. Both;> I think;> give us useful material. The present paper appears 

to me to be of particular value because of the effort that r...as clearly gone into 

reducing to a minimum the intrusiveness of the verification which it proposes. This 

has been possible, no doubt~ in part because the paper is concerned with a pre-stage-I 

measure;> but it shows. I think. a genuine effort to meet the difficulties which have 

been found over the question of verification. 

Therefore I would commend it to my Svviet collee.gue and hope that he 1vill give 

it his very close consideration -- which indeed he said he would. It 1nay well be 

that we have here a real possibility for agreement. As Hr. Foster pointed out" this 

is;> of course;> .a. highly complicated and technical subject. I am sura that all my 

colleagues will want to study Hr. Foster's speech and his paper today most carefully. 

Therefore I shall reserve any further conllilent that I may have until a later occasion. 

The other subject before us is the Soviet propo.:;al for a. reduction of 10 to 15 

per cent in military badgets. This is not~ of course~ a new proposal. As has been 

said during the course of our discussion today, at the last session it received a 

great deal of attention during ollr general debates. I listened vri th great interest 

today to the speeches of the representatives of Bulgaria and Romania and the last 

very pm.rerful speech by the representative of the Soviet Union -- and I listened with 

care because I wondered whether anything new would emerge --; but I am bound to say 

that I do not think we have advanced very far today in our consideration of this 

question. 

As long ago as 30 January of this year I said~ 

"··· we shall have to know;> a great deal better than we do now, what 

announced cuts in military expenditure imply and how they can be 

v·erified • 11 (ENDC/PV .161,. p .18) 
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I also suggested that the problem was undoubtedly a technical one vlbich seemed a 

particularly apt one for exar:1ination in an e:;c.pert working group. That is still my 

view; and it is,. I believe~ sh&red by several of the representatives round this 

table. The subject~ as we see it_, is much more com~)licated than its supporters seef1l 

prepared to admit5 and I was interested to hear the Soviet representative suggest 

today that it was not in faut a complicated matter but one which could be dealt with 

quite easily. 

On the Western side vie have tried several times to indicate what some of the 

complexities are and to put questions to the Soviet delegation in the hope of further 

clarification. The representative of Canada,. lVIr. Burns)> referred to his speech at 

the 172nd meeting, and I also recall rey Foreign Secretary's speech at the 169th 

meeting and Mr. Fisher's speech at the 182nd meeting. I was rather tempted to say 

that we have put forward our case on the complexities of this problem and to say no 

more; but I hope the Committee will forgive me if I attempt to set out once more the 

nature of some of these difficulties_, fDr,. as I see it_, that is the purpose of this 

type of discussion on an agreed agenda~ that we may try to find out exactly what 

Clifferent countries' points of view are. 

In the first placeJl there is the question of comparability. The structure of 

national budgets differs greatly from country to country,. and in particular there are 

major differences between countries with a free economy and those with a centralized, 

State-controlled economy. lviany items which in my own country would be considered 

military in nature may well~ in our view~ be treated as civil items in the Soviet 

budget, and possibly in other nations' budgets also. For example> research~ which 

has become of ever-increasing importance, may well not figure under the military 

section in the budgets of some States, including that of the Soviet Union; and yet 

it is clearly of the highest military significance. 

lVIr. Fisher has pointed out -- and it ,,las referred to today by the representative 

of Bulgaria -- U.tat the Soviet military budget consists of nsixteen words and one 

sum11 • ()3:NDC/PV.l82. p.28) Therefore it is difficult for us to know what is covered 

in that section of the Soviet budget and vlhat is given~ for instance)~ under the 

headings of "National economy 11 or "Other expenditures". 

As lVIr. Khrushchev has said; 11 It is a well-known fact that the Soviet Government 

never hesitates to spend money for the development of science". (Pravda,l6 December 1958, 

No. 350 (14744). p.?). 
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In juxtaposition to that statement~ I shoLcld like to recall SOI11ething tha.t an early 

Defence Commissar of the Soviet Union~ Li.r. Frllilze.; Wl'ote ~ 

"In any new undertaking -- economic)' cultural or other -·-

one must always ask the question· what relation does this llildertaking 

have to the task of protecting the nation? 

"Is there any possioility of letting it serve specific military 

purposes also without impairing peaceful goals?" 

That dictum is often quoted by writers on military subjects in speaking of the 

interdependence of strategy !=lnd economics. vie must therefore~ in considering this 

question)l assume that a great part of the Soviet Gover~~ent 1 s expenditure on science 

is either directly or indirectly relevant to the Soviet Union's military power. If~ 

thereforejl \ole were to accept the proposal that military budgets be reduced by 10 per 

cent or 15 per cent, might we not find that v!e were thereoy constrained to curtail 

our research work while the Soviet Union was able to continue its own virtually 

unimpeded? 

Nor is this sDrrply a matter of research costs. There are other items of 

expenditure)' such as those on industry devoted to military ends, 1-1here it is similarly 

unclear whether their costs figure in the Soviet military budget or under other 

headings of the Soviet budget. The heading under which different countries place 

their expenditure on pensions for service perso1~1el and their dependants is yet 

another relevant factor. It is not difficult to think of further examples. The fact 

is that_, to make meaningful compe.risons_, one needs a great deal more than 11 sixteen 

words and one sum 11 • 

There are also other technical difficulties Hhich.; we considerJI call for further 

study and further information. Foremost among these is the effect of different 

prices in different countries for weapons which are militarily comparable. Again~ 

owing to the different structure of the East European countries, it is difficult to 

make true comparisons between the prices which they have fixed and those \.Jhich obtain 

in our own free market. If~ for example~ the price of a tank has been fixed at a 

price which would be artificially low by world standards~ that clearly has a direct 

relationship to the amount set doHn in the military budget. There is also the 

question of pay increases~ wh:.c:n may affect some countries more than others. There 

is_ the possibility of currency changes)' such as inflation or deflation.s> which may 

alter the picture considerably in one particular country. 
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.::.11 these matters are clearly questions 11hich cannot usefully be debated further 

in our present forwn but which are relevant to the central problem. They are clearly 

en1inently suitable for discussion by experts. 

These considerations apart; there is another obscurity which complicates 

balanced reductions of military expenditure. The Soviet Union is in the fortunate 

position of having a surplus of revenue over expenditure and I must say that many 

countries in the \Jest would be very jealous of this. Apart from the first three 

years of the ~ar, the Soviet State budget has been without a deficit since the late 

tvJenties. Bllt as a rule these su.rpluses are not carried over into the following 

year's budget. The question is; what happens to them'] lVIay not some of these 

surpluses be diverted, without acknowledgement" for military pllrposes? And if we 

were to agree on the Soviet proposal for a cllt in military budgetsjl what safeguards 

could we have that those budget SQrplllses were not being used to make up the 

difference? 

Perhaps I should pause here to emphasize that I ~1 not making allegations or 

assertions that the Soviet Union or any country 1..rould seek to evade its undertakings 

under an agreed cut in military expenditur;. I rua only trying to explain why the 

organization of such a balanced cut would involve many complications which have to 

be faced. ~le should have to knovJ how a balanced redllction could be made; and then 

we should have to have some assurance that the cut was being made in a balanced way. 

This leads me to my second point of difficulty, which I suggest will require 

detailed study; that of verification. As I have tried to point out, many of the 

bases for comparison are very obscure at present and could be clarified only by 

additional information. In most cases the budgets produced by 'VJestern countries are 

so detailed as to provide much of the necessary inforn~tion already. Owing to the 

differences in their economic and political structures~ the same detailed information 

is not available so far as other countries_. and particularly the East European 

countries, are concerned. Furthermore, any objective study must recognize that it 

is at least theoretically easier in a State-controlled economy for a government to 

manipulate any arrangements than it VJould be in a. free economy. 

"vJe must therefore ask that the Soviet Union and the other collntries of Eastern 

Europe should be prepared to give us sufficient information so that we can not only 

satisfy ourselves of the answers to the questions which I have indicated_. but also be 

!1[;':;;::..•ed that both sides are in fact carrying out any undertaking on which it may be 

possible to agree. 
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At the last session lvlr. Tsarapkin a.rgued that Hcstern requests for more 

information about the structure of the Soviet budget arose from a desire to seek 

military intelligence) but this is not the case. It is once again, as it so often 

is in the course of our discussions here~ a question of confidence. Confidence can 

only be built up over the years and as we make greater proe;ress towards disarmament. 

It is too much to expect that •re can behave nm-r as if that confidenc•a already existed. 

If we all agree on a certain measure, we must be able to verify that both sides are 

carrying it out~ and to do this the essential information must be readily available. 

Only thus shall we be able to foster greater confidence which will allow us to take 

yet further measures towards our goal. 

We must, after all_. be sternly practical >-Jhen '\-.re consider measures which involve 

a real influence on the existing security arrangements of States. One has to think 

of what would happen if something went wrong. For instance, in this connexion, I 

hope I shall not be thought ungracious if I dra>-J attention to the fact that~ should 

States for any reason have to raise their military expenditures once more, the Soviet 

Union 1-muld be able to do so -w'i th great speed and with greater ease than would many 

other countries. 

At the 1960 session of the Supreme SoviGt" Hr. Khrushchev said that if necessary, 

the Soviet .Union could raise its lililitary budget by tens of billions of roubles )J 
Indeed, in the following year, in a speech addressed to graduates of the military 

academies~ Nr. Khrushchev did in fact announce that the current year's defence budget 

would be increased by one-third. Again, in 1962 the Soviet Finance Minister informed 

the Supreme Soviet that the defence expenditure had risen by about 44 per cent over 

the 1961 figure. In 196.3 it rose again by half a billion roubles. On none of those 

occasions, apparently~ was there any debate or question concerning those increases. 

Anyone who has followed discussions on financial matters li1 my country will know 

that a simple announcement of that kind would just not be possible for us. Therefore 

we provid€ in our budget for a properly-balanced force which will &llow us to meet 

all our commitments. This is not an astLrrate which can or should be changed easily 

or hastily. 

In this connexion I should like to recall to the Cot~Tiittee 1 s attention the fact 

that we in the United Kingdom for our part have undertaken)! and must be able to 

undertake in the future~ peace-keeping operations of a very extensive kind. That is 

1/ See Pravda, 15 Janwary 1960, p. 4 
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because of our world-wide responsibilities"' both as a Hember of the United Nations 

and as a member of the Commonwealth. Peace-keeping operations are by their very 

nature unpredictable. \le must therefore keep sufficient flexibility in our military 

budget to deal Hith then as they arise. As hr, Butler said when he addressed the 

CoRrni ttee on 25 February; 

"The rate of our defence expenditure is one of the reasons why we have 

been pressing for balanced disarmament by all nations and for the 

establishment of international peace-keeping forces, which 1wuld 

progressively relieve the United Kingdom of this heavy burden." 

(ENDC/PV.l69s p.l4) 
I should like to sress that this burden is not one we would shoulder if there 

were not proven need for it. But so long as other countries pursue policies which 

make such military commitments necessary.) so long must we maintain adequate military 

resources to meet those commitments. If vJe did not do so, we should not be able to 

give help where this is sought by our friends;. whom we cannot.:> 1.Jith honour, abandon. 

Fulfilling commitments of this kind can be a heavy b~den, as I have said, and we 

should be only too' glad to hand over these tasks to an efficient international peace

keeping force just as soon as we are able to do so. Unfortunately, we have not 

reached that stage yet. 

I certainly do not wish to give the impression that the United Xingdom despairs 

of the possibility of reducing the present astronomical rates of military expenditure~ 

or that we should be anything but glad if such reductions can be made without injury 

to the security of any State, great or small. If today I have set out at some length 

the pitfalls which beset the path to this goal, it has been only to support our 

belief that to get there will require more than single declarations or broad 

generalizations or appeals to governmen+,s. As we have said on many occasions, it 

will involve detailed study and very careful consideration of all the many factors 

involved. We, for our part, are very ready to take part in such a study. We believe 

that it i.Jould not Haste time~ it would save time. 

Nr. KURKA (Czechoslovakia)(translation from Russian); Hr. Chairman, I am 

very grateful to you for calling on me at this late hour. I had intended today to 

explain at some l~ngth the position of ,uy delegation on the questions under discussion. 
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But I realize that all members are looking at the clock~ and therefore I should like 

to limit myself today to just a few prelirn.inary comments. Of courseJI I reserve the 

right to revert at subsequent meetings to a more detailed examination of the 

questions on our agenda. 

The first part of my comments concerrcs the important problem of reducing the 

military budgets of States. As has already been pointed outJI this is a measure which 

is directly aimed at raducing the arms race and at bringing about a more favourable 

climate in international relations. l~o less important is the second aspect of this 

question_. namely tha.t the adoption cf such a Jeleasure would be a logical manifestation 

of the good will of individual governments and of their determination to-support the 

process of reducing international tension. 

It has already been stated today that the inflation of military budgets is 

directly linked with tendencies towards an intensification of the arms race and the 

over-arming of States. It can hardly be overlooked that, as a rule, a particularly 

sharp increase in military budgets is accompanied by plans to use force or the threat 

of force in international relations. Conversely .. a tendency towards reducing military 

budgets is an indication of a coming period ;f peaceful relations between States. In 

our opinion, it is at the present time a perfectly natural demand that the risk 

involved in expansion of the military machine of States should be reduced by means 

of an agreed limitation of military budgets. 

I should also like to refer to the economic aspect of the measure under 

consideration. Today Hr. Zorin has drawn our a.ttentiJn to the fact that the enormous 

expenditures on armaments-" which at the preser.t time amount throughout the ~vorld to 

roughly ~?120 milliard a year Jl are from the economic standpoint absolutely unproductive. 

Every day of the arms race is a day of limnense losses and lost opportunities for the 

peaceful development of productive forces at a time when there are not enough 

resources for the economic_. social and cultural development of a great number of 

countries. The reduction of military budgets would undoubtedly raise the curtain 

behind which are concealed the possibilities of solving the urgent economic problems 

of the present-day world. 

Although this measure is not a universal remedy 1' it would be of some importance 

in regard to solving the extremely difficult problems with which the developing 

countries are faced in the economic and social fields. It is therefore not without 
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reason that these cow1tries take considerable interest in effective enterprising 

proposals in this field and are in favour of their implementation. As the previous 

phase of our negotiations has shown~ the majority of lilembers of the Committee see in 

the implementation of the Soviet proposal for the reduction of military budgets 

(ID~DC/123) a step of great political and economic significance. 

We do not intend today to repeat and enlarge on all the aspects of this proposal 

by the Soviet Union, since the statement made this morning by the leader of the Soviet 

delegation, Hr. Zorin .. is a model of clearness in giving a concrete explanation of 

the aims of this useful measure. But I am bound to say that I could not help feeling 

somewhat disappointed when I observed in the statements of the representatives of the 

Western Powers what appeared to me to be an unwillingness to accept this proposal. 

We heard words of scepticism, mistrust or doubt. 

It seems to us that the discussion which has taken place so far on these 

questions can only confirm us in the opinion that there should not be any serious 

obstacles or difficulties to ~revent the achievement of perceptible progress in 

regard to reducing military budgets» provided.- of course, that both sides show the 

necessary readiness to seek for ways of reaching agreement. I will say quite frankly 

that it is precisely this prerequisite that seems to us to be lacking for one reason 

or another in the approach of our Western colleagues. 

As far as Czechoslovakia is concerned, we are in favour of the speediest possible 

implementation of the proposal of the Government of the Soviet Union. And although 

we would prefer, of course.!' the question of reducing military budgets to be settled 

by >vay of an agreement.!' we are prepared to support as a first step in this direction 

an agreement to adopt a declaration or an appeal to States to start carrying out this 

important measure on the basis of a policy of mutual eJ~ample -- I am referring to the 

proposal made by Mr. Zorin at our meeting today. 

Now I wish to express a few ideas in connexion with the second question on the 

agenda of today 1 s meeting of the Committee;> na.m.ely the United States proposal for a 

controlled cut-off or cut-back of the production of fissionable materials for military 

purposes (ENDC/120? PV.191~ pp. 7 et seq.). 

In his first statement after the resULlption of the work of ollr Committee.!' the 

United States representative_. tir. Foster, qlloted the words of President Johnson to the 

effect that 1964 \vas a year in which the United States vrould work lito reach agreement 
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vle welcome these words and have no desire to question their sincerity. Nevertheless,. 

we make no secret of our opinion that the proposals so far put forward by the United 

States delegationJ including the proposal for a controlled cut-off or cut-back of the 

production of fissionable materials for military purposes,. does not open up an 

effective way to the attainment of that objective. As you know,. the proposal is not 

a ne'vl one. It 1-ras discussed last year. At that time also we explained our point of 

vievl on this proposal and shovied that its implementation 1vas unlikely to help towards 

eli..rninating or reducing the danger of nuclear war or putting an end to further arming. 

In fact, this proposal does not provide for the implementation of any disarmament 

measure; it would not lead to the destruction of a single nuclear bomb, but,. on the 

contrary .. it vmuld allow these destructive weapons to be further stockpiled. 

At the present time an enormous quantity of fissionable materials has been 

accumulated, whether transformed into atomic weapons or in the form of stockpiles 

which have so far not been used for the production of vieapons. Numerous data in this 

regard have been furnished in the past,. and. therefore I do not think it necessary to 

reve~t to them. If one remembers these facts,. one really cannot help wondering what 

vrould be the significance,. from the viewpoint of reducing the danger of an outbreak 

of nuclear war,. of a cut-back or cut-off of the production of fissionable materials 

or the transfer of part of their stockpiles to peaceful uses. What would be the 

actual effect of this from the standpoint of reducing the arms race? 

In his statement this morning the representative of Canada, ~k. Burns, attempted 

to prove, though with certain reservations, that a cut-off of production of fissionable 

1naterials would. have the direct effect of reducing the nuclear armaments of States. 

But what grounds are there for such an assertion? It is obvious that at the present 

time there are already more than sufficient quantities of thsse materials. Lastly~ 

it is no secret that for many years the United States has been faced with the problem 

of whether it is worth while carrying on the production of these materials~ since 

from the military point of view this may have only a limited importance and, on the 

other hand, necessitates considerable financial expenditure and creates additional 

technical problems. It seems to us that that is the main reason why the United States 

Government wishes to cut down the further production of fissionable materials. 
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I should like to males one 1aore comment concerning a particular aspect of this 

problem. In explaining the United States proposal on 18 June, Hr. Foster said that 

the cut-off of the production of fissionable materials 1-rould help to inhibit the 

further spread of nuclear weapons. (ENDC/PV.l9l,p. 8). For our part;> we consider 

such an evaluation of this proposal to be exaggerated. ~Je should like first of all 

to point out that if the delegations of the United States and of other NATO countries 

are really interested in preventing the dissemination of nuclear weapons, there is a 

direct and more practicable way to achieve that aim. It would suffice to take 

effective and reliable measures against the dissemination of nuclear Heaponsjl 

measures that would suitably bar any accessjl direct or indirect? to nuclear weapons 

on the part of States which do not now possess them. That is precisely what is 

proposed by the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries. 

Moreover, the present situation shows that the danger of a further spread of 

nuclear weapons is not only connected with the production of fissionable materials. 

It is obvious that some States can gain access to nuclear weapons by other means and 

not only by making them from their own fissionable materials. This is very clearly 

proved by the plans for the creation of a NATO multilateral nuclear force. This 

danger has been clearly pointed out several times by the Czechoslovak delegation and 

by the delegations of other socialist countries. It seems to me that it would be 

very wrong if the well-founded warnings of the socialist countries about the danger 

involved in the plans for a multilateral nuclear force were not taken seriously 

enough or were regarded as a propaganda campaign. This is certainly not propaganda. 

The movement is a very dangerous one. 

It would also be wrong to pass over in silence the important documents which, at 

the regional level_. pursue the same aims as the parallel measures which are being 

discussed by us. I refer to the latest proposal ~- it has been mentioned here today 

addressed by the Governn1ent of the German Democratic Republic to the West German 

Governn1ent concerning the renunciation of nuclear weapons by the two German States. 

Our Corumittee has acquainted itself with this proposal in document ENDC/133. For our 

part, we appreciate the positive contribution of the Goverlli~ent of the German 

Democratic Republic to our negotiations, and not without reason we regard its proposal 

as one of the possible keys to overcoming the stagnation in the negotiations on the 

non-dissemination of nuclear ~..rea.pons. It would be very desirable and in accordance 
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with the interests of international peace and security, if the other German State -

the Federal Republic of Gernmny -- were to &bandon its obstinate position of opposing 

any measures aimed at improving the international climate and give a. positive reply 

to the initiative of the German Democratic Republic. That would be a step in the 

right direction. 

\~e believe that from the point of view of preventing a further spread of nuclear 

weapons it is impossible to consider a controlled cut-back of the production of 

fissionable materials -- as proposed by the United States -- to be a really reliable 

and effective way. It is to be hoped that the United States delegation will submit 

to our Committee~ as the delegation of the Soviet Union has done, such proposals as 

would make it possible for all of us to reach agreement on measures aimed at reducing 

armaments and lessening the possibilities of Har. 

Hr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)(translation from Russian); 

Since ~tt. Thom~as~ who has today r~de a rather lengthy statement criticizing our 

proposal and is apparently soon going to leave us to return to London~ I should not 

like my comments on his statement to be made in his absence. Therefore I would ask 

you to give me an opportunity to say a few words in connex.ion with his statement. 

If there is no objection, I shall avail myself of this right. 

Today ~tt. Thor~s set forth in considerable detail the views of the United Kingdom 

delegation on the question of budgets. I do not intend, of course, to analyse his 

statement in detail at present. I think that the Soviet delegation will have an 

opportunity to do so later on. For the time being_. ho~rrever,. I should like to deal 

1·rith some of his remarks concerning the way in which we have stated the question of 

budgets. 

First of all, as regards the incomparability of budgets. Nr. Thomas devoted a 

good deal of attention to that subject. He put forward a 1..rhole number of arguments 

and pointed out, in particular.:; the danger that military material and military 

equipment might be produced in civil undertakings. In doing so? he even referred to 

our National Defence Commissar_. l 1ir. H.V. Frunze. He said that it >Jas unclear how 

appropriations under the heading of science were distributed~ and that they might 

have r,1ilitary aspects. He spoke about differences in the prices of tanks, about pay 

and so on. Then he pointed out that in the Soviet Union there was 2 surplus of 

revenue over expenditure and that this too, in his opinion, prevented the adoption 

of a decision on the reduction of military budgets. 
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vJithout going i!'lto all those aspects, I merely i·rish to point out that if the 

Western representatives have any doubts, for instance, in regard to the possibility 

of civil undertakings being used for military purposes or a.bout the economic basis 

of the military structure~ then why do they think that they alone have these doubts? 

After allJI this argwnent literally applies to all countries. Everyone realizes 

perfectly well that industry Jl including so-called civil industry, certainly 

constitutes an enormous economic basis for all military measures as well. That is 

why people always speak of the military and economic potentia~ of any particular 

country. 

Therefore, in order to t~ke the assertion that every undertaking in the Soviet 

Union can be used for defence purposes there is no need at all to refer to ¥tr. Frunze. 

For this purpose it suffices to take a look at any undertaking, any branch of industry 

that exists in all capitalist countries, including the United States, the United 

Kingdom and so on. The economic potential is always of enormous military significance 

in all countries of the world. Consequently this is not a sort of peculiarity of the 

Soviet Union. It applies to the whole economic potential of any country. 

I have given this exalnple merely in order to sho1r1 that here the economic 

potential of the Soviet Union and the undertakings of the Soviet Union are for some 

reason or other singled cut rather artificially, whereas the argument applies to 

literally all undertakings and to all branches of industry of all countries, including 

capitalist countries. So it is no argument against our proposal. 

If it is difficult to verify the economic potential in the Soviet Union, it is 

also difficult to verif'y the economic potential in the United States, the United 

Kingdom, Italy, Canada and in other places from the point of view of its work for 

defence purposes. Therefore this is no argument at all from the point of view of our 

solving the problem of reducing military budgets. This is a general question. One 

of the sides may have doubts and so nmy the other. 

Let us take science; for instance. Is everything that science does in your 

countries for military ends reflected in your military budgets? In my opinion, 

everyone realizes that a whole number of branches of science which are engaged in 

solving scientific problems can be used both for military and for peaceful purposes. 

-what I have said applies also to <:tn ab'5tract science such as mathematics. In our 

country mathematics is now playing a colossal role both in the economic development 
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of the country and in the development of its defence. But does this mean that if a 

srnu is allocated to one of our matheuatical institutes~ there is bound to be a 

suspicion that that is 11-vrhere the dog was buried 11 and that nothing but military 

science is being pursued i:c. that institute? But the same argument can be applied 

to any mathematical institute ia the United Kingdom and the United States. 

hr. Thomas is wrong in thinking that all of us~ so to speak~ are convinced that 

all military appropriations, to which the big tor,le of your budget refers" are 

reflected in it. I very much doubt it~ and I think that I am not the only one to do 

so. But the point is not that there are doubts. Each of the sides may have doubts. 

But what is the question now before us? What line are we to take~ that of 

reducing budgets or that of increasing them? That is the crux of the question. No 

ruatter how you interpret every item of a budget" no matter how you examine every 

separate branch of science and industry, both you and we realize perfectly well that 

the main thing is whether we take the line of further increasing military budgets 

and expenditures or reducing them. This will be reflected in the budgets to this or 

that extent. That is why we now wish to reach agreement that we take the line of 

reducing military budgets. Let us take this line. Do you agree to do so or not? 

That is the question that needs to be answered. All the details of this matter 

should" of course> be discussed and> perhaps" more thoroughly examined. 

This applies also to the question of control over budgets. He do not refuse to 

discuss control questions, but tell us first of all vrhether or not you agree to 

reduce your budgets. That is the crux of the matter. I understand" of course, the 

difficult situation of Hr. Thomas, because the budget of the United Kingdom is not 

being reduced but increased)> and this year it has increased by 9 per cent, so I 

gather. Naturally)> at a time when the Gcvernment of the United Kingdom is taking the 

line of increasin5 its military budget)> any amount of argwuents can be found in order 

to say that it would be difficult to take a decision to reduce the budget. Of course" 

a good many arguments could be scraped ~P> but I do not think that is the point. I~ 

the Government of the United Kingdom is in favour of a reduction of its military 

budget in the first place, it cannot object to our working on measures that would 

lead to a reduction of military budgets. 
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Secondly, absolutely all the arguments which Mr. Thomas put forward today are 

wide of the mark where our second, minimum proposal is concerned, because when we say 

"Let us issue an appeal for the reduction of budgets", absolutely all the arguments 

put forward by Mr. Thomas regarding difficulties in the calculation of budgets and so 

on, are of no importance whatsoever for this matter, for the decision concerned. 

Indeed, in order to issue an appeal is it necessary to make calculations straight away, 

to know what are the items of the budget of a country, where and how they appear? 

That is absolutely unnecessary. In the appeal we do not propose to compare the 

budgets of all countries or to lay do'm in our appeal by how much per cent each 

country is to reduce its budget, or budget items. ~{e do not want that. 

·r:re propose a simple rna tter: -~o issue an appeal in the name of the Committee to 

all countries in the first place to the great ?owers, the Soviet Union, the United 

States, the United Kingdom, France and other countries - that they take the line of 

further reducing their budeets. For this purpose there is no need of any calculations, 

any complicated manipulations or, so to speak, any complicated examination of this 

question in a working group. For this purpose a political decision is needed 1 the 

political opinion of governments as to whether they are for or against the reduction 

of budgets. That is the point. If you are in favour of reducing budgets, you 

cannot have any objections to such an appeal, because it would not involve any 

formalities or any legislative measures. 

Therefore the arguments put forward by Mr. Thomas, while they can still be 

discussed to some extent when a more specific proposal for the reduction of budgets 

by 10 to 15 per cent is examined, are completely unfounded where a general appeal is 

concerned. It was no coincidence that, in regard to a general appeal as such, 

Mr. Thomas did not put forward any arguments against it, because there are no such 

arguments. He did not advance a single argument against this proposal and confined 

himself to a sort of general phrase to the effect that appeals would be of little help 

at the present time. Frankly speaking, he put forward general considerations without 

any concrete arguments. 

Therefore, I think that there are no substantive objections to our second minimum 

proposal as an initial measure. I do not find that any objections have been made on 

the substance of this proposal, and all the preceding objections of Mr. Thomas, as I 

have just tried to show, are not so greatly important as Mr. Thomas made them out to be. 

In any case, they apply equally to both sides. If we are prepared to take a certain 

risk, then why do we not do so? That is the question. Of course, both sides may have 

doubts. It is largely a question of confidence, and there you are right. 
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But here is a question. The United States and the Soviet Union decided to reduce 

their military budgets without any reciprocal verification. Because it was a 

political decision: both countries, both Governments, deemed it possible and politically 

expedient to take measures for the reduction of their military budgets, even though they 

were unable to carry out reciprocal verification, and they ar~ounced their decisions 

publicly. If this can be done once, why cannot it be done a second time? There are nc 

arguments against this. It is regrettable that the Government of the United iCingdom die 

not join the Soviet Union and the United States in taking this step. I have the 

impression that that is the real reason why Mr. Thomes attacked our proposal so 

violently. 

So I do not find any sufficiently serious arguments against our first proposal and 

even less against our second, minimwn proposal, because you have not put forward any 

arguments at all against the minimum proposal, since there obviously are not any. 

The CHAIH~1N (Ethiopia): Speaking as representative of Ethiopia, I should 

like to take this opportunity to thank all the representatives who have expressed 

sympathy for i®bassador Agede and who have addressed kind words of welcome to me. 

I should also like to commend our co-Chairmen for their efforts to facilitate our 

work by presenting us with an agreed agenda for our meetings for the next several weeks, 

an agenda that has been acceptable to the Committee as a whole. 

help us in our work and in concentrating our discussions. 

This will considerably 

Speaking as Chairman, I call on the representative of the United Kingdom in 

exercise of the right of reply. 

Mr. THOMAS (United I\:ingdom)~ I do not wish to continue this debate today, 

but I should like to make two brief remarks. 

First, I should lil..:e to congratulate Mr. Zorin on his debating skill. It is 

quite clear from what he said that the subject is extremely complicated and merits 

close and detailed study by experts. That is what I have suggested. 

Secondly, it is true that I am going back to London tomorrow, but I am hap::_:>y 

to say that I shall be back here for the next meeting. 
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The Conference decided to issue the followipg communique: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament 

today held its 193rd plenary meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, 

under the Chainnanship of H.E. l.mbassador Mikael Imru, representative 

of Ethiopia. 

"Statements were made by the representatives of Bulgaria, the 

United States, Romania, Cana.da, Italy, the Soviet Union, the 

United Kingdom, Czechoslovakia and Ethiopia. 

"The delegation of the United States of l.merica submitted a 

working paper on the inspection of a fissionable-material cut-off.l/ 

"The next meeting of the Conference will he held on Tuesday, 

30 June 1964, at 10.30 a.m." 

1~e meeting rose at 1.30 p.m. 

1/ Circulated as document ENDC/134. 




